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Original and elegant, the Kody range offers a family of chairs, stools and lounge 

chairs that can create a refined workspace, cafe, restaurant or break-out spaces.  

Succumb to the charm and versatility of this collection and select the chair and 

finishes to meet your requirements.  The separate back pad provides a great deal 

of flexibility of the back, evidence of the perfect fusion of form and function for 

the very best in user comfort
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code / description
plastic 

shell
A B C D E

Fabric 

Required
Kgs

KOD 1 medium back, plastic shell stacking four legged chair 218 - 11

KOD 1 PU
medium back, plastic shell stacking four legged chair - with 

an upholstered inner seat pad, plastic outer shell and back
0.70 11

KOD 2 medium back, plastic shell four legged high chair 440 -

Standard Product Information

Seat shell Polypropylene seat shell - Stock colours:  Black / White

Frame Steel, stacking, tubular four legged frame, with stabilising feet - Black or white finish

Seat pad: Shaped posture seat with distinct waterfall front edge.  Combustion modified High Resilient (CMHR) foam.  Tailored upholstery.

Back pad: Polypropylene back pad - Stock colours:  Black / White

Five star base Black or White five star base with twin-wheel safety castors

Stock

options graphite  white

Special coloured shell CS

Special coloured frame CF

Wooden back pad WB

Oak four legged frame WL

Special colours

 green  coral

wooden back pad

 oak

KOD 1 KOD 2KOD 1 PU

CF

plastic shell PU - upholstered seat pad

plastic outer shell and back

WB
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code / description
plastic 

shell
A B C D E

Fabric 

Required
Kgs

KOD 1 WL - 11

KOD 1 PU WL 0.70 13

KOD 2 WL - 11medium back high chair, with a plastic shell and an oak four leg frame

medium back chair, with a plastic shell and an oak four leg frame

medium back chair, with a plastic shell, with an upholstered inner seat 

pad, plastic outer back a plastic back pad and an oak four leg frame

KOD 1 WL KOD 1 PU WL
KOD 2 WL

As a mobile and flexible seating solution, Kody is able to provide you with a new option

relaxation spaces.

This chair range is also available with an oak four leg frame and 

with an option of an oak back pad, to offer a more friendly and 

informal option.  Using the warmth of natural Oak can help 

'soften' the environment, bring a touch of domesticity to the 

workplace. 

Odette has been developed with the aim of easy 

daily handling and cleaning.

Highly technical, Odette has an original and 

extremely sturdy elliptical base fitted with stacking 

tabs to prevent the seats from touching and 

marking each other.

Stacking guide glides allow them to be quickly 

and simply stacked without scratching the frames
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code / description
plastic 

shell
A B C D E

Fabric 

Required
Kgs

KOD 3 - 11

KOD 3 PU 0.70 13

Standard Product Information

Seat shell Polypropylene seat shell - Stock colours:  Black / White

Seat pad: Shaped posture seat with distinct waterfall front edge.  Combustion modified High Resilient (CMHR) foam.  Tailored upholstery.

Back pad: Polypropylene back pad - Stock colours:  Black / White

Five star base Black or White five star base with twin-wheel safety castors

Stock

options graphite  white

Special coloured shell CS £25 RRP

Special coloured frame CF £45 RRP

Wooden back pad WB £150 RRP

Special colours

 green  coral

wooden back pad

 oak

medium back, plastic shell chair, with a swivel, seat height adjustment and a five 

star base

medium back, plastic shell chair, with a swivel, seat height adjustment, an 

upholstered seat pad and a five star base

KOD 3 KOD 3 PU

As a mobile and flexible seating solution, Kody is able to provide you with a new option for break-out , meeting and 

relaxation spaces.  

Collaboration and occasional task chair -

In its operator version on castors, Kody

will find its place into co-working spaces

or agile workplaces.

Kody represents a complete family, meeting 

all uses and suitable for all spaces.  Its timeless

and universal silhouette will make it a

comfortable and elegant visitor solution 

whatever the environment in which it will be 

used.

CF WB


